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In [8], we introduced the colength sequence Z-‘(Q) of a T-ideal in the ring 
F[X]. Most of this paper is concerned with actual computation of that 
sequence in some special cases. This is done by applying the representation 
theory of the symmetric groups S, to T-ideals. In Section 1, we show that 
the sequences L’(Q) h ale some relevance to the well-known problem: Are 7 
T-ideals T-finitely generated ? In Section 2, we compute the colength sequence 
for the Grassmann algebra, and Section 3 studies the T-ideals T(xQ), where 
Q is a T-ideal. 4s in [8], we identify Kn with the group algebra F[S,] and 
assume that charF = 0. 
Let us begin by considering two kinds of T-ideals in F[X] ([3, 91). I f  
f(x) = f(% ,**-, x,) E&q is a polynomial with a constant term and A is-an 
F-algebra without a unit element, then a substitution in f(x) by eleme*nts 
from A makes no sense. Denote 
F,[Xj = (f(x) f has no constant term) CFJX] = F[a. 
Then, the identities Q of such an algebra A form an ideal Q C FJX], which is 
closed under substitutions from F,[XJ. Therefore, we introduce 
DEFINITION. Let i = 0 or 1. An ideal Q in FJX] = F[X] is called a 
T,-ideal, if it is closed under all substitutions from Fi[X]. By a T-ideal we 
mean a T,,- or T,-ideal. Any T,-ideal is also a To-ideal, but the opposite is 
not true, as we shall soon see. 
Let us illustrate an essential difference between the two types of T-ideals. 
The proof of the following result is due to Leron. 
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PROPOSITION 1 .l. Let Q $ P be T&deals. I f  Q, g Pd i then Q, e P, fofbr 
all n 2 d. Here, QIz = V-n n Q and P, = I/‘, ~1 P. 
Proof. Since the substitution x+r - 1 is allowed, r,,,j(~r ,.~., w,) E Qn+t 
implies that f(xr ,..., -2’J EQ~. . It follows that if S(:; ,..., x,) $ Q, , then 
~,,+f(?~r ,..., CC,) 6 QA+i . Trivially, if f(~i ,..., xri) E P,n ~ then 
Kow the proof, which is by induction on ~z > d, is obvious. 
DEFINTION. Let Q, P be two T-ideals. We say that Q C P is an essential 
extension if there exists d such that for all n 3 d, Q,n g Pa . 
For Tr-ideals, any proper extension is essential, but there is an example of a 
proper extension of T,,-ideals that is not essential; e.g., see the example after 
[S, Theorem 31. In particular, Proposition 1.1 may fail for T,-ideals. 
Using the standard arguments, one can show 
THEOREM 1.2. Let Q CF[x] b e a T-finiteb! generated T-ideal. The following 
conditions are ep&alent. 
(1) Any T-ideal contaiGg Q is T-$niteljy generated. 
(2) Eveyv ascending chain of T-ideals 
Q = Q(O) SQil) g . . . 
is $nite. 
Theorem 1.2 relates the study of extensions of T-ideals to the two questions: 
Are T,-ideals T&niteIy generated (i = 0, 1) ? The sequence of colengths 
[S] may play an important role in the study of extensions. For example, let us 
prove 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let Q = Qfo) g Q(l) g ... be a sequence of essential 
extensions of T-ideals and 1 Iz’ = I,‘(Q) be the colength sequence of Q. .if 1,’ < k 
for all n, then the sequence has at most k t- 1 terms. 
Proof. Assume that Q(O) g Q(r) g . . . e Q(“+l). Let Q$ = Qo) n FTn . For 
each i, 1 < i < k + 1, there exists a di such that Q!y-“’ 4: Qi:) for all n > dg . 
Let d = max{d, ,..., d&. Then, for ‘iz > d, Qz’ g Ocrj Q *. . g QiF+‘). This ,-n zz 
obviously implies that In,’ > k + 1, a contradiction. 
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2 
In this section, we determine ‘the colength sequence for the Grassmann 
algebra E (see [6]). It is shown that Z,‘(E) = n for all positive integers 11. 
Let us introduce some notation and preliminary results from representation 
theory. 
The set of partitions of the positive integer 12 is denoted Par(n), and for 
X ~~Par(n), I’(A) is the corresponding Young diagram of n empty boxes 
(nodes). A tableau T(h) for h is obtained by arranging the integers 1, 2,..., n 
in any order in the boxes of Y(h). 
(2.1) Let h EPar(n). Any tableau T(h) for X defines an element Zro) E V, , 
such that Iro) = VJr(,,) is an irreducible left Tr,-module. This fact is proved 
in [l, 2, 4, 7, lo]. Letx, = dim,(l,(h)). Th ere are explicit formulas for fh in 
terms of k-(h). The most convenient are [lo, Eq. (2.37); 4, Eq. (4.4611. 
The following facts, which can also be found in the above literature, are 
useful in our study. 
(2.2) Let T&Q, i = 1, 2 be two tableaux. Then, I~;Q,) g IT2(~?) , if and 
only if h, = h, . 
(2.3) For h spar, define 1;\ = ‘&lro) , the sum over all tableaux 
for X. I,, is a minimal two-sided ideal in IT,. Any irreducible left-submodule 
of I’, is isomorphic to Iro) for some h E Par(n). I f  1%~’ is an irreducible left- 
submodule of Ii, , then M C IA if and only if M s &TC\) for a tableau T(h). 
(2.4) v, = f IA. 
&Pax(n) 
From (2.3) and (2.4) it follows: 
(2.5) Let M be a left-submodule of V, and let Lh C 1A be left-submodules, 
satisfying L, n M = (0). Then 
L=CI,=fL, and L n Jd = (0). 
a 
(2.6) For any left-submodule of IT’,, there exists a complement in V, , 
which is a direct sum of some of the 1r.o)‘~ ([3, Chap. 41). 
The following symbol is convenient. Let X, ,..., X, be (not necessarily 
distinct) partitions of n and m, ,.. ., fnlz nonnegative integers. By 
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we mean the class of Vn-modules isomorphic to CE mJ~i(A5~ , where T&Q 
is a tableau for Xi and mI = I 0 ... @ I (m times) for any module 1. We write 
The above symbol allows permutation of the columns and if )L~ = A, , then 
(A,,& ,..., h, i h,,X, ,...) A, i 
i ml , m,,..., mk I=, !m, + m2, m3 )..., m,i’ 
I f  
J- 
then the length l(J) = m, + ... f  mx: . 
An L-shaped diagram for n is a diagram Y(A), where h = (k, 1?z-kj, 
1 < k < n. Hence, E’(h) has the form 
-- . . . 
; 1 
l--j 
-- I -! 
i-i 
There are, of course, exactly n different L-shaped diagrams for 12. If  
h = (k, ln-k), then it is easily computed that the degree 
We prove 
THEOREM 2.7. Let Q be the T-ideal of ident&ies for the Grassman algebra E. 
Decompose V, = Qn @ J.,, as left-modules. Then 
(n), (n - 1, 1) )..., (1”)’ 
L -+ I 1 , 1 )...) 1 I3 
so Zn’(Q) = n. 
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Proof. For the partition A, = (W - K + 1, lk-r), we choose the tableau 
pqk_2/ . . . 11 
T,: ; 
III 
k 
It follows directly from the definition that 
2, = zTn(xl ,...) x,) = x “&) ... Xc(,) ) 
GESn 
the unitary polynomial, and 
the stutzdard polynomial. In general 
where Sk-,,, is the full permutation group on the set (1, k f  1, k + 2,..., n}. 
We show that for any k, fk( ) x is not an identity for the Grassmann algebra 
(with or without unit). 
Assume that this is shown and denote L, = V,Zrl:, k = l,..., H. Then, 
L, g Q% . Since the L,C’s are irreducible by (2.1), vve get L,; n Qn = (0) for 
all k. The partitions A, are all different, so (2.5) shows that the L,‘s form a 
direct sum L and that L n Q, = (0). As we remarked earlier, 
so dim L = 5 (11 :) = 2’“~~ 
by the binomial formula. In particular, we get that the codimension c,(Q) 3 
2n-1 for all n. (Th e same result was shown in [6, Sect. 21 bp different methods.) 
In fact, c,(Q) = 2%-l bp [6, Sect. 31. Thus, l/‘, = Qn @L. This completes 
the proof, when it is shown that the f,:(x) are not identities for E. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let S&v, ) sp ,...) Y J: r ] be the standard polynomial and let a 
be an elenzent commuting with xZ ,..., x2 . Then 
&[a, x, )...) XJ = 0, if k is even, 
= Sk&, )...) x,]a, if k is odd. 
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Proof. Induction on k, using that 
LEMMA 2.9. The po[vnomialsfk(x) are not identities for E. 
Proof. As in [6], e, , e, ,... are the generators for E (the unit element 1 is an 
optional generator). 
Case 1. Term k is odd. Substitute xi bp ei, i = 2, . . . . k, and xj by aj ) 
j=l,kfl,k+2 ,..., n, where the a,‘s are central elements in E, satisfying 
es .-. e,a,a,,, *.= 
(i.8), 
a, + 0. Obviously, there are many such substitutions. By 
Sk[aj , e, ,..., e,] = SaJe, ,..., e,]aj . 
Therefore, under the above substitutions, 
ji(q ,..., x,> - C %[a,(,) , e, ,..., e,l a,b,,) .~. a,(,) 
= (k - l)!(fz - k f  l)!e, ... eBalaliAl a*. a, + 0. 
(The sum is over the symmetric group on(1, k f  1, k -+ Z,..., n>.j 
Case 2. Term k is even. Substitute xi by ei , 1 < i < k and xIcj 
by a,: , k + 1 <j < II, where again, the ais are central elements and 
Xl ... x,~,+~ .*- a, f  0. Using (24, x1-e get 
This proves (2.9) and, therefore, Theorem 2.7. 
3 
Let Q be a set of polginomials and let x be a variable that is not invdved in 
any polynomial of Q. In this section, we study the relation between T,(Q) 
and T&Q), the To-ideals generated by Q, xQ, respectively, where x,0 = 
(@if~Qj. (Obviously, Tl(Q) = T1(xQ).) In case Q is a T-ideal, knowledge 
about the above situation may be of use in the study of the relations between 
Qa and Qa+= I since QJa * x*+1 , xnlilQ1 C Q,+l . 
The following theorem was originally stated in [5] without proof. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Q Be a To-ideal and let P = T,(xQ). Let c, = cJ,Q)~ 
c,’ = c,(P) 3e the codimensions. Then, c,’ = nc,-i . ,. 
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Proof. We use the same general notation as in [9] and write 
where 
The main part of the proof is to show 
vp f-l (ip + P,) = x&&J. 
Assume that (2) has been proved. We then proceed as follows. 
The obvious vector-space-isomorphisms 
vnM1 g Vnml&) gg x&&iJ = vp 
induce 
(2) 
Therefore, for all K, 1 < k < II, 
c,-r = dim Vn--llQn--l = dim V(‘);T 0 72 !” k, ?z-16%) 
= dim V(‘E):lr(“) 
n: 72 n (&y f P,) = cil, , (b (1)). 
Thus, c,’ = Ck cLk = n&-r , proving the theorem. 
Let us return to the proof of (2): Th e inclusions xkQn-r(&) C VP’, P, and 
hence, xkQ+r(&) _C VAk’ n (Pn + C3$“) are obvious. Let 
f(x) = f(q ,..., x,) E vy f-l (P,a -+ tip). 
Since f(x) E VAk’, f(x) = x,g(&) and since f(x) E P, + CA’), f(x) = 
p(x) + u(x), where p(x) E P, and u(x) E CT:‘. By definition, 
A general element of P = T,,(xQ) can be written as 
c a * 6 - I+, )...) r,) . c, (3) 
where I-, ,..., Ts EF,[XJ, lz(Xl ,...) . r,) EQ, and a, B, c are monomials. Possibly, 
a = 1 or c = 1; 6 f  1, since b is obtained from the variable x by a Ts-sub- 
stitution. Therefore, 1 + a . b = xjd for some j, 1 <j < n. 
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Therefore, we can write 
where we collected the terms of (3) starting with xj . Xote that 
Thus, 
q = c d . h(r, :..., rJ . c EQ. 
x,g(f,) = f(x) = p(x) f  U(X) 
= -fl xjqj f  j=$al XfUj&). 
i : 
This is an equation in the free ring and, therefore, we conclude that 
and 
This completes the proof. 
Equipped with exact information about the codimensions, we turn now to 
the computation of colengths. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let P = TO(xQ), where Q is a To-ideal, and let V, = Qn :s Jn 
(as V, lejt modules). Then 
The following isomorphisms (as V+,-modules) 
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are well known. We establish an isomorphism P& s Vn,, &,,Q,, (of 
Vn+,-modules). 
Clearly, the map 
induces a V,+,-homomorphism 
By [2, Sect. 121, 
nil 
v,,, 63 Q, = c (6 n + 1) 0 QZn - (6) 
i=l 
Since qx (i, n + 1) @f(xr ,..., xJ + Xii(xl ,..., q-1, a,,, 3 %-+I ,*.a, b x) pis R , 
clearly l-1. Obviously, 
dim V,,, @ QR = (n + 1) dim Q, . 
From the definition of codimensions and from Theorem 3.1 it follows that 
dim P,+l = (n + 1) dim Q, . 
Hence, 
(n + 1) dimQ, = dim Vn+l @ Q% < dim PA+, 
< dimP,,, = (n+ l)dimQ),. 
Therefore, ye is an isomorphism onto I’;,, and P,I,+, = P,+l: 
P w-1 es V,, 0 Qn - 
BY (9, Kil v’ 5? Jn is isomorphic to a complement of P.a+, in V+r . 
To apply Theorem 3.2, we need an important theorem from the representa- 
tion theory of S, , namely, the Littlewood-Richardson rule [lo, 3.31, 4; 
4.511; see also [7, p. 941). W ‘e use a special case of this theorem. To formulate 
it, we introduce the following notation. 
Let h spar. Define h(“+l) = {x ~Par(~z + 1) j Y(x) is obtained by 
adding one box in a “corner” of E’(h)). 
In other words, if h = (a, ,..., a,.), a, > a2 > ... > a, > 1, we write 
A = (a1 ,.**, Q,,,), a,+1 = 0 and then Xcn+l) is the set of partitions of n + 1, 
consisting of (nr ,..., q-r , ai + 1, aiiL ,..., a,+,), i 3 2, subject to aidI 2 aa + 1 
and the partition (ar + 1, aa ,..., a,). 
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EXAMPLE. Let X = (4, 2, 2, 1). Then 
PC) = ((5,2,2, l), (4,3,2, l), (4,2,2,2), (4,2,2, 1? ii). 
I f  (Xl )...) XT2 = A c Par(n), denote 
etc. (in the notation of Sect. 2). 
THEOREM 3.3 (Littlewood-Richardson). Let In be a submodule of J/, ~ 
Suppose that 
Jn -+ g: ;:::; ;;J. 
Using the notation of Theorem 3.2, if we know the module structure of Jn, 
we obtain from Theorem 3.3 the structure of a complement to P.z+l in V,+, . 
Let us illustrate this in the following example. 
Let C be the commutator ideal in the free ring, i.e., 
C = T&z, y]j = T&z, y] j. 
The unitary polynomial Z;‘,(X) generates a one-dimensional complement to 
C.n. in ii, , so 
C,(C) = r,;(c) = 1, for al! n. 
Consider the T&deals 
Q(d) = TO(Xd ,..., x,[y, z]) 
and write 
1;~, = o(d) ,cp J(d) R ,n v  12: (as left T;,-modules) 
and let Ii,‘“’ = I’(#‘) = Z(J(t’) be the colength sequence for Q,‘“). 
Since Qid+rj = T,,(xQ@)) for all d, Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 give us an 
algorithm to describe the module structure of JL”. We use this to show that 
the colength sequence {ZF’) of Q1p’ is bounded, for any d. We prove, in fact, 
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THEOREM 3.4. For n 2 2d, lktd) is constant. 
Proof. For the proof, we need the following notation. If  
h = (aI ,..., a,) EPar(n), 
then h’ = (a, + 1, a, ,..., a,) (clearly, x’ E Par(n + 1)). I f  /l spar, then 
A’={h’IhEA). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let h = (a1 , a2 ,..., a,) Par(n). Ij a, 3 a, (allozu a, to be O), 
tj& (jp+l))' = (jy)("+a* 
Proof. The proof follows by a straightforward argument from the defini- 
tions. The reader may convince himself by considering the Young diagrams. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let n > 2d and Vn = ,Oif) @ Ji”. If 
J(d) --f (xk’V**, ‘,’ 
R-!-l I (ml,..., m, ’ 
Proof. By induction on d > 0. If  d = 0, Q(O) = C and the lemma holds. 
Assume that it is true for d - 1 and let n > 2d. Thus, n - 1 3 2(d - 1). 
I f  
then by induction, 
Jb-1) ~ {h&, ‘, 
*  
!m, ,..., m, 
Moreover, by Theorem 3.3, 
and 
(7) 
This equality follows from Lemma 3.5 if we show that the partitions hi 
satisfy the condition of that Lemma. A repeated application of Lemma 3.3 
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d - 1 times shows that each diagram Y(hJ is obtained from Y((n - d)) by 
adding successively d - 1 boxes. It follows that the first ro\%- of Y(h,) con- 
tains at least n - d boxes and the second at most d - 1. Since d - 1 5 7: - d; 
the condition holds for hi . 
Comparison of (7) and (8) completes the proof of the lemma. Theorem 3.4 
follows immediately from Lemma 3.6. 
By repeated applications of Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.6 one can compute 
the lengths 
2 = z;(lj = ~$1) = . . . = 1, r(1) = . . . 
j = IT(Z) = ]‘(“) = .  .  .  = zfce)= .  .  .  
1 1 ?! > 
(p E 4). 
The next numbers are 14 and 43. 
Remark. The relation between the left-module structures of I’,,(Q) and 
Z’a(Qx) can be obtained by the same methods, leading to the same results. 
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